Abstract: Graph coloring is a manifestation of graph partitioning, wherein, a graph is
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Introduction

47
In graph theory, graph coloring (Jensen and Toft 2011 ) is a special case of graph labeling 48 (Díaz et al. 2002) . It is an assignment of labels (Gallian 2015) traditionally known as 49 assignment of 'colors' to edges and/or vertices of a graph subject to certain constraints. In 50 trivial formalism, it is a way of coloring the vertices (nodes) of an undirected graph such 51 that no two adjacent vertices could be assigned the same color. This is called vertex 52 coloring (MacDougall et al. 2002) . Similarly, an edge coloring (Wallis et al. 2000) assigns a 53 color to each edge so that no two adjacent edges share the same color, and a face coloring 54 of a planar graph (Sanders and Zhao) assigns colors to each face or region so that no two 55 faces which share a common boundary share the same color. Given all this, vertex coloring 56 remains the first chapter of the subject, and other coloring problems are transformable into 57 a vertex version. For example, an edge coloring of a graph is actually a vertex coloring of 58 the corresponding line graph, and a face coloring of a planer graph is a vertex coloring of 59 its dual graph. However, non-vertex coloring problems are often stated and studied 60 independently. That is partly because of perspective, and partly because some natural 61 extension of problems which could be best studied in the form of edges. 62 63
The convention of using colors was originated from coloring the countries of a 64 geographical map, where each face is literally colored. This particular problem was 65 formalized as coloring the faces of a planer graph. By implementing 'planar duality', a 66 characteristic feature of planer graphs, the problem reduces to coloring of their vertices. As 67 a generalization the face coloring problem could be viewed as vertex coloring problem of 68 its dual graph. For the sake of simplicity and computational efficiency, first few positive or 69 nonnegative integers are used as the "colors" (Zhang 2015) without the loss of generality, 70 so that one can use any finite set of colors as the 'color set'. 71 72
Graph coloring could be viewed as the problem of assignment of colors to a graph subject 73 to number of constraints. Different constraints could range from constraints on a sub graph 74 to those on the full graph or even on the color itself. The face coloring problem even 75 attained popularity among common people in the form of the popular number puzzle 76 Sudoku, the traveling salesman problem and the Chinese postman problem. One of the 77 major applications of graph coloring is the register allocation in compilers. The range of 78 applications grows even further ranging from coding theory to X-ray Crystallography 79 (Blum et al. 1987) , from radar and astronomy (Zarrazola et al. 2011) to circuit design and 80 communication networks. Day-to-day real-life problems like guarding an art gallery, 81 physical layout segmentation, round robin sports scheduling, aircraft scheduling (Marx 82 2003) etc. should potentially be benefited by an elegant algorithmic solution of the 83 problem. Graph coloring is still a very active area of research with a bunch of unsolved 84 problems, e.g., the chromatic number of the plane is unknown where two points are 85 adjacent if they have unit distance. Other open problems concerning the chromatic number 86 of graphs include the Hadwiger's conjecture (Bollobás et al. 1980) stating that every graph 87 with chromatic number k has a k-complete sub graph with k vertices; the Erdős-Faber-88
Lovász conjecture bounding the chromatic number of unions of complete graphs that have 89 exactly one vertex in common to each pair, and the Albertson conjecture (Albertson et al. 90 2010) that among k-chromatic graphs the complete graphs are the ones with the smallest 91 crossing number. 92 93
The first results about graph coloring deal almost exclusively with planar graphs in the 94 form of the coloring of maps (Stiebitz and Škrekovski 2006) . While working on the map 95 coloring problem of the counties of England, Francis Guthrie postulated the four color 96 conjecture, noting that four colors were sufficient to color a map so that no regions sharing 97 a common border receives the same color. In 1879, Alfred Kempe published a paper 98 (Kempe 1879 ) that claimed to establish the result which was controversial and much debate 99 followed. In fact it took close to a century until the four color theorem was finally proved in 100 1976 by Kenneth Appel and Wolfgang Haken (Appel and Haken 1977) . The proof was the 101 first major computer-aided proof in this problem which went back to the ideas of Heawood 102 and Kempe while largely disregarding the intervening developments. From that time 103 onwards, active research is ongoing on the algorithmic attributes of graph coloring. The 104 chromatic number problem falls in the list of Karp's 21 NP-complete problems (Karp 105 1972) , and remains computationally NP-hard (Garey et al. 1974) . That is to say that, it is 106 NP-complete to decide whether a given graph admits a k-coloring for any given k except for 107 the trivial cases k ∈ {0,1,2}. In other words, the 3-coloring problem remains NP-complete 108 even on 4-regular planer graphs (Dailey 1980) , and the approximation algorithm 109 (Hallórsson 1993) , the most established one in the field, computes a coloring of graph-size 110 n at most within a factor of O(n(log n) −3 (log (log (n))) 2 ) of the chromatic number. 111 112
The relatively recent concept of chromatic polynomial (Dong et al. 2005 ) has provided 113 another alternative approach towards solving the graph coloring problem, serving important 114 fundamental structures in algebraic graph theory. However, now-a-days, the most 115 celebrated conjecture is perhaps the 'strong perfect graph conjecture', which was first 116 brought about by Claude Berge, originally motivated by an information-theoretic concept 117 called the 'zero error capacity' (Lovasz 2006 ) of a graph introduced by Claude E. Shannon. 118
Recent advances in the subject have also explored a whole spectrum of diverse and 119 interesting approaches, ranging from (i) different approximation algorithms (implementing 120 distributed, hybrid genetic as well as other evolutionary strategies (Douiri and Elbernoussi 121 2015; Mahmoudi and Lotfi 2015; Marappan et al. 2016; Chung et al. 2017) ), (ii) heuristics 122 addressing parallel (Hasenplaugh et al. 2014 ) and distributed (Hefetz et al. 2016 ) graph 123 coloring, and also, (iii) metaheuristics proposing generalization of the problem, namely, 124 partition (Fidanova and Pop 2016) and selective (Demange et al. 2014) graph coloring 125 problems, as well as by implementing complex-system phenomenon like self-organized 126 criticality (Hoffmann and Payton 2018) in combinatorial optimization per se. However, 127 recent surveys and comparative studies (Lewis 2016a; Sallinen et al. 2016 ) do indicate that 128 there is still room for improvement in the subject. 129 130
The current study presents the 'trailing path', a compound heuristic which finds (an 131 approximate solution for) the chromatic number for any given graph unequivocally within 132 the polynomial time domain (with respect to the input graph size) and with a better 133 accuracy than most existing algorithms. The novelty of the current approach lies in (i) the 134 meticulous combination of the search patterns of two existing heuristics (one based on the 135 degree of nodes, and, the other on the color availability of nodes to be colored), and, in (ii) 136 following a trailing path of consecutively connected nodes while coloring, simultaneously. 137
The algorithm has been tested on a large plethora of graphs of diverse size and connectivity, 138 and, has resulted in running time(s) which are at most polynomial with respect to the size of 139 the input (i.e., the graph size), consistently throughout without hitting a single exception 140 and this is true even when running time is compromised at the cost of attaining the best 141 possible accuracy. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 Preprints (www.preprints.org) | NOT PEER-REVIEWED | Posted: 11 May 2018 doi:10.20944/preprints201805.0178.v1
coloring. Finally, to put into perspective the stability of graph partitioning as a critical and 150 discerning feature in compartmentalization, a case study is presented, demonstrating its 151 potential use in protein design -which is an active field of research in experimental and 152 computational structural biology and molecular evolution. 153 154
It is to be noted that in order to avoid repetitive use of the long jargon 'approximate 155 solution for the chromatic number', we simply use 'chromatic number' wherever possible 156 in the paper, which practically refers to its closely approximate solution rendered by the 157 algorithm. This is particularly followed while discussing the general graph-partitioning 158 properties and while relating the parameter to the more trivial graph parameters (e.g., 159
degree, link density etc.). In contexts where the 'approximation' itself needs to be 160 emphasized specifically and elaborated (e.g., in describing the algorithm, discussing its 161 complexity, convergence and comparing it with other heuristics etc.), we do spell out the 162 whole phrase. 163 164
Materials and Methods
166
2.1. The Trailing Paths Algorithm 167 168
Let G=(V, e) be a graph with N nodes. Let A i represent an array, referred as the 'color array' 169 assigned for the i th node, which stores all available colors that can be used to color it, i.e. 170 all those colors by which any neighbor of the i th node is not yet labeled. The initial length 171 of the color array, A i is then set to N; as the minimum number of colors to label N nodes 172 must be lesser than or equal to N. Thus, initially A i is set to an ordered array of N colors for 173 each (i th ) node in the network. The algorithm has two hierarchical levels in its structure. In 174 the first level, the algorithm starts coloring nodes from the highest-degree-node. In cases of 175 degenerate paths where there exist more than one nodes with the highest degree, it starts 176 coloring from an arbitrarily chosen highest-degree-node and assigns colors to nodes along 177 different random paths from this highest-degree-node. In each iteration the algorithm trails 178 through different random paths and labels each i th node on the path sequentially by the first 179 available color in the corresponding color array A i . At each iteration, subsequent to coloring 180 the i th node, all edges incident to that (i th ) node are deleted, along with the node itself. Thus, 181 at each step, the algorithm encounters a new and unique induced subgraph of the original 182 graph. In case of disjoint subgraphs, the algorithm colors them separately, independent of 183 each other. In the next (second) level, the algorithm starts its trailing path from the node 184 which has the least number of colors available for labeling it. Likewise to the earlier level, 185 the algorithm arbitrarily chooses a node in cases of degenerate paths; which is to say that if 186 there exist more than one nodes with the same least number of available colors. Let be the probability of finding a trailing path which gives the minimum coloring, i.e. the 227 probability to choose a spanning tree that gives the chromatic number. Then the probability 228 to find the desired trailing path in two iterations will be2 − 2 . Similarly the probability to 229 choose the desired trailing path in iterations may be written as Figure  258 1. Here, as illustrated in the figure, the 'trailing path algorithm' leads to four possible 259 degenerate paths (in the second iterative step), subsequent to coloring the highest-degree-260 node (N6 → red) in the first step. These four paths are: N6 → N14 (path 1), N6 → N9 261 (path 2), N6 → N17 (path 3) and N6 → N18 (path 4 However, a combination of specific network parameters (e.g., network size, average degree, 286 rewiring probability etc.) can, in-principle, be so sampled that graphs with roughly equal 287 (or at least similar) link densities (Ld) can be constructed with small-to-large variations in 288 their network topologies. Therefore, it would be really interesting to explore if there exist 289 any empirical correlation between 'partitioning' (in terms of the chromatic number) and 290 'topological variation' in graphs. As a complementary analysis, it is also important to find 291 out the relation between 'partitioning' and global network descriptors like Ld. 292 293
Detection of topological variation between graphs essentially boils down to the famous 294 'graph isomorphism' problem (RJLipton+KWRegan 2015) which is a subject on its own 295 and falls outside the scope of the current work. To simplify matters, we used a modified 296 version of a previously proposed numeric scheme to identify unique graphs from a 297 statistical ensemble of different structured (and unstructured) networks. 298 299   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 In order to explore the 'network view' of the internal architecture of globular proteins (Basu 300 et al. 2011 ), a novel numeric scheme (namely, the 'motif identifier') was proposed in a 301 previous study which found its efficacy in characterizing and classifying contact networks 302 within proteins as a gradual and context dependent assembly from a finite yet non-rigid 303 basis set of unique graphs, namely, 'packing motifs'. In-effect, it demonstrated a nucleation-304 condensation model in protein packing. Protein contact networks, however, were restricted 305 in the extent of possible topological variation (like any other real-world networks) due to 306 molecular steric constraints. Here, we explored the potentiality of this 'numeric scheme' to 307 identify unique graphs generally in systematically sampled statistical ensembles of random 308 and structured networks. We also take the opportunity to discuss the limitation of the 309 numeric scheme for the particular case of topological variations in a subset of k-regular 310 graphs (k>2) of identical network size. 311 312
To that end, we adapted a modified version of the previously proposed 'numeric scheme' to 313 represent unique graphs that can directly be calculated from their adjacency matrices. In 314 line with the earlier formulation (Basu et al. 2011) , each node of a graph was initially 315 assigned a string of numbers of length (d+1) (where d is the degree of the node) starting 316 with its own degree; followed by the degrees of its connected nodes (direct neighbors) 317 sorted in a descending order; and separated by two distinct delimiters (say ~, -). These 318 delimited and concatenated numeric strings (viz. nodal motifs) were then collected as 319 elements of an array and converted into a hash-table, tabulating the unique number strings 320
and their respective counts. Generally, for any two given graphs (except for regular graphs), 321
if their corresponding hash-tables were found to be identical, that is to say that if both 322 graphs (hash tables) contained identical set of nodal motifs (number strings) with identical 323 counts, they could be treated as identical graphs. Thus, the motif identifier essentially 324 discriminates between two graphs based on the combined distribution of degrees of their 325 constituent nodes, coupled with the degrees of their neighboring nodes; and, will potentially 326 signal for any variability in these network parameters between two given graphs ( Figure  327 2A). In fact, this is precisely the reason why the identifier fails to discriminate between two 328 non-identical k-regular graphs (k>2) ( Figure 2B ). In other words, since for regular graphs, 329 all nodes have identical degrees, no variability could be accounted for in terms of their 330 degree and/or the degrees of their neighboring nodes, even if the two k-regular graphs (of 331 the same size) are topologically non-identical. The motif identifier will hence return 332 identical hash-tables for both the graphs. In Figure 2 , panel A shows a case where the motif 333 identifier successfully discriminates between two non-identical graphs while panel (B)  334 shows the limiting case of two non-identical 3-regular graphs -where the motif identifier 335 fails to discriminate between the two. 336 337
It is important to note that although the motif identifier can incorrectly identify two or more 338 non-identical graphs as identical (in case of k-regular graphs; k>2), it will never detect two 339 identical graphs as non-identical. Hence if it ascertains n unique graphs to be found from a 340 statistical ensemble of N graphs (N>n), then, there is definitely at least n unique graphs (if 341 not more) in the set of N. 342 343
Chromatic Number as a function of Link Density: Theoretical and Statistical 344
Bounds in Random Graphs 345 346
As discussed in the Theory section, there are theoretical upper-bounds of chromatic number 347 for typical 'structured' graphs. A complete graph of N nodes will trivially be N-colorable 348 and an entirely disconnected (edge-less) graph will be 1-colorable by definition. Again, all 349   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 trees 2| containing more than one node will always be 2-colorable irrespective of its length 350 and extent of branching. Since, trees are acyclic connected graphs, by definition, they lack 351 any embedded closed triplet clique which is the unit of clustering per se (Basu et al. 2011 Thus, for a given Ld value, an ensemble of random graphs were sampled covering a wide 370 variety of possible range of topologies. Chromatic numbers were calculated for each of 371 these graphs, and the minimum, maximum along with the average (and standard deviations) 372 plotted as a function of link density (Figure 3) . All three parameters converged to 1 (the 373 theoretical lower bound) for Ld=0 and to N for Ld=1 (upper bound). As expected, the 374 chromatic number followed an ascending trend as a function of link density. As could be 375 seen from the error-bars associated with the average plots, chromatic number generally 376 varies within a narrow range (~ ± 0.25 to 1.00) for lower values of Ld and gradually 377 increases at its higher end. The variation in chromatic number at the higher ends of Ld is 378 certainly non-negligible. Increasing the size of the graph (N=10, 15, 20: illustrated 379 respectively in panels (A) (B) and (C) of Figure 3 ) did not seem to alter the overall trend. Clustering coefficient of a node in a graph is the ratio the total number of actually existing connections in its direct neighborhood and the number of maximum possible connections within the same set. For a graph or subgraph, the average clustering over all nodes is considered.
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A graph where all the connections (edges) are randomly assigned.
5
A graph where all nodes have identical degrees .   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 low characteristic (or mean shortest) path-length 6€ equivalent to that of a random network 390 of the same size. From definition of clustering, it is obvious that small world networks 391 essentially sustain one or more closed triplets (i.e., 3-cliques) (Basu et al. 2011). 392 393 There are different algorithms to generate small-world networks out of which the most 394 famous is surely the 'Watt-Strogatz' algorithm (Watts and Strogatz 1998) -which was 395 adapted in the current study. In this approach, a regular graph is first generated taking its 396 size and the degree of each node as inputs. Then, the edges of the given random network is 397 rewired with a given rewiring probability; i.e., an edge of the graph is deleted at the cost of 398 one long range link to be created with this rewiring probability. This operation on the 399 template regular network will lead to the generation of a small-world network of the given 400 size and an average degree identical to that of the template regular graph. Even a low 401 rewiring probability will lead to the generation of a network showing small-world 402
properties. Trivially, the resultant graph would remain unaltered (i.e., the initial regular 403 network) if the rewiring probability is exactly 'zero', and, would map to a purely random 404 graph when the rewiring probability is exactly 1. So, as a result of varying the rewiring 405 probability from 0 to 1, the adapted algorithm would generate small-world networks 406 trending from regular to purely random. 407 408
To map the distribution of chromatic number for a wide variety of small-world networks, 409 different graph-sizes were considered ranging from 5 to 30 at an interval of 5 nodes. For 410 each of these graph sizes (N), degree of each node (k) was made to vary from 1 to (N-1), 411 while the rewiring probability (prw) was sampled in the range of 0.1 to 1 at an interval of 412 0.1; and the chromatic number of each graph calculated. Thus, this calculation covers a 413 wide spectrum of networks ranging from graphs close to being regular (say, at prw ~ 0.1) to 414 graphs that are purely random (at prw = 1.0). 415 416
Based on these network parameters (N, k), link density (Ldsmw) can be analytically derived 417 by the following expression (Eq.1). 418 419 accommodate. Noteworthy is that the link density is trivially independent of the rewiring 423 probability (prw) for small-world networks. The reason is that, for a given rewiring 424 probability, an edge is generated at the cost of an existing edge at that probability, and 425 hence, the total number of connections should ideally remain the same in both the template 426 (regular) and the resultant (small-world) networks. 427 428
To estimate the stability of the calculated chromatic number (crn) across a wide 429 'topological' variety of graphs, constructed from an identical set of network parameters (N, 430 k, prw), all calculations were repeated 100 times for each set of sampled network 431 parameters, and, the average (µsmw) and standard deviations (σsmw) in their chromatic 432 numbers were recorded. Hence, we were actually looking at a statistical ensemble of 433 'potentially different' networks having identical network parameters rather than a randomly 434 selected single graph. The topological variation in each statistical ensemble was 435 6 Shortest path of a pair of nodes in a graph is the minimum number of links connecting the two. The average over all pairs of nodes in a graph (or subgraph) defines the characteristic (or mean shortest) path-length of the graph (or subgraph) .   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 enumerated by the numeric scheme (motif identifier) elaborated earlier. Other than the 436 really small networks (N=5), most of the resulting graphs were found to be unique 437 (Supplementary Table S1 ). Except for the trivial cases of complete graphs (resulting from 438 k=N-1), the number of topological variants (unique graphs) were found to be increasing 439 proportionally with the rewiring probability (prw) while eventually saturating at the highest 440 possible value, 100, for a large majority of sampled network parameters (N>5, prw ≥ 0.4 441 say). Note that a prw of precisely 1 would lead to the generation of purely random graphs -442 which by definition are expected to be unique. On the other hand, a very low rewiring 443 probability would result in graphs close to the template regular graphs, with a restricted 444 scope of topological variability, particularly relevant for small networks. Hence it was no 445 surprise to find only 5 unique graphs for N=5, k=2 (Table S1) Figure S3) for small-world networks of all sizes. 466 467
For each network size (N), the average chromatic numbers obtained from the 468 aforementioned statistical ensembles were then plotted as surfaces, as a bi-variate function 469 of the average degree (k) and the rewiring probability (prw). As could be seen from the 470 surface plots (Figure 4) , the surfaces were reasonably smooth, resembling a 'floating carpet' 471 from the Arabian Nights, elevated in the breeze towards the diagonal corner with high k and 472 p. Similar patterns were obtained for all tested network sizes (N=5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30), 473 although, for the smallest network size (N=5), the surface was relatively more corrugated 474 due to relatively smaller number of sampled data points. It is also noteworthy that for N=5, 475 k=2, the standard deviations were consistently on the higher side, (average chromatic 476 numbers: 2.75 ±0.45) in the whole range of p going from 0.3 to 1. The reason is that the 477 template regular graph obtained for N=5, k=2 is the 'pentagon' (or 5-cycle) which is 478 trivially (at least) 3-colorable (see Theory and Algorithm) and thus, any rewiring 479 generally leads to a random hopping of the average chromatic number between 2 and 3. 480
The nature of the surface plots physically mean that a small-world network generally attains 481 a higher chromatic number for higher average degree of the network, which, in turn is 482
proportional to the link density of the network. A higher rewiring probability also leads to a 483 higher chromatic number, but the growth of chromatic number is generally more as a 484 function of the average degree than the rewiring probability. 485 486 4.4. Chromatic Number of Scale-free Networks 487
488
A scale-free network is formally defined as one for which the degree distribution follows a 489 power law (Clauset et al. 2009 ), at least asymptotically. That is to say that the fraction of 490 nodes P(k) in the network having k connections goes for large values of k as
where γ is a parameter falling typically in the open interval of (2, 3), while occasionally 492 lying outside these bounds. In the current work, the Barabasi-Albert algorithm (Albert and  493 Barabási 2002) was adapted to generate a range of scale-free networks. This algorithm 494 follows the principle of 'preferential attachment (Choromański et al. 2013) of new nodes to 495 previously existing high degree nodes' and is based on two parameters, namely the network 496 size (N) and the average degree of nodes (k). Starting from two connected nodes, each time 497 a new node is attached in the network with the probability of creating an edge between this 498 new node with an existing node being proportional to the degree of the existing node. In 499 other words, new edges incident to the new node are preferentially attached to existing 500 nodes based on a cumulative degree distribution of existing nodes computed at each step of 501 the growing network in (N-2) steps for a network of size N. Hence, here, chromatic number 502 may be treated and tested as a bi-variate function of two scale-free parameters (N, k). 503 504
Similar to the case of small-world networks, link density (Ldsmw) of scale-free networks can 505 also be analytically derived based on these network parameters (N, k), giving an identical 506 expression to that of the small-world networks (Eq.2). 507 508 Following the above algorithm, the network size (N) was sampled from 5 to 50 at an 512 interval of 5 nodes; the average degree (k) was made to vary from 1 to (N-1) and the 513 chromatic number calculated for each graph. Similar to the small-world networks, a 514 statistical ensemble of 100 potentially different graphs were considered for each given set 515 of network parameters (N, k), and the average (µscf) and standard deviations (σscf) in their 516 chromatic numbers recorded. 517 518
Topological variability, as enumerated in terms of the motif identifier, was found to be even 519 greater than the small-world networks. Only for the exception of N=5, (the smallest 520 network size considered) which trivially presents a restricted combinatorial space of 521 topological variability, the number of unique graphs were otherwise invariably found to 522 reach the maximum possible value of 100 (Supplementary Table S2 ). Hence, by-and-523 large, we were indeed looking at non-identical networks throughout, in the overwhelming 524 majority of statistical ensembles, sampled at fixed set of network parameters (N, k). 525 526
Similar to that of the small-world networks, here also the average chromatic numbers were 527 found to be remarkably stable reflected in their low standard deviations (Supplementary 528 Figure S4 ) with respect to their corresponding means (|σ|scf ~ 8.9 ±5.6% of |µ|scf), and 529 hence, the statistical ensembles can be represented by the corresponding 'characteristic' 530 average chromatic numbers. 531 532
Likewise to the small-world networks, link densities (Ld) were also computed, both 533 analytically (Ldexp) and from the actual networks (Ldobs) and their mean (|Ldobs|) and 534 standard deviations (σLd_obs) recorded for each statistical ensemble. Average observed and 535 expected link densities (|Ldobs| and Ldexp) were found to be largely matching 536
(Supplementary Figure S5) with minor variations in the two measures being observed 537 mostly for high link densities; say at k~(N-1). Standard deviations in the observed link 538   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 densities were found to be low all throughout the whole range of sampled network sizes (N 539 going from 5 to 50). 540 541
The distribution of average chromatic number as a function of the scale-free parameters (N, 542 k) were then plotted as a surface plot ( Figure 5 ) which looks like a partially unfolded 543
Chinese hand fan; with chromatic number increasing along both N and k in a discrete step-544 wise hierarchical manner. The variation in the average chromatic number is realized more 545 in a wavy manner along the average degree than along the network size. 546 547 548 549
In a closer look, when the average chromatic numbers were plotted individually as a 550 function of the average degree (k) for each network (Supplementary Figure S6) , its 551 ascending trend was further confirmed with increasing k which eventually saturates at the 552 higher end of k. To exemplify this saturation event, an ensemble of scale-free networks of 553 size 50 is presented (Supplementary Figure S7) ; generated by varying the k in the range 554 of 41 to 49. Point to note here, is the fact that all these graphs are 17-to 19-colorable, while 555 the variation in the corresponding total number of edges in these graphs are in the range of 556 885 to 967 (average: 924.4 ±24.1). Thus a tiny bin (∆) of 3 in chromatic number could 557 actually accommodate for 82 new edges in this particular example -indicative of the 558 remarkable absorptive property of graph coloring for closely related yet distinct graph 559 topologies. 560 561
When the trends among different network sizes were compared, mild and gradual increases 562 in the highest value of the average chromatic number was observed for larger networks 563 ( Figure 5) . Further, all of these 'average degree versus average chromatic number' plots for 564 different network sizes (from 5 to 50) could be best fitted to straight lines having almost 565 identical slopes (Figure 6 ) characterized by a negligibly small standard deviation among 566 them (0.083). This implies that the distribution of chromatic number for these graphs are 567 independent of the network size (N) -which is the hallmark feature of scale-freeness. Also, 568 from the average slope (~0.39) of these best fitted straight lines, one can, in principle, 569 approximately calculate the chromatic number of a scale-free network from the average 570 degree (k) alone (given the negligibly small standard deviation obtained in their slopes). 571 572
Chromatic Number of Modular Networks 573 574
Modularity is one key measure to demonstrate the topological structure of graphs. It could 575 be viewed as a measure of strength of division of a network into modules (i.e., groups, 576 clusters or communities). In other words, modular networks are those in which the 577 connection density is significantly higher within modules compared to that of the nodes 578 between different modules (Newman 2006) . Modularity is frequently used to detect the 579 community structure in real-world networks as part of optimization methods. Although, 580 small communities are often left undetected by 'modularity' due to its inherent limit in 581 resolution. Biological networks of diverse origins including animal brains, contact networks 582 in multi-domain proteins, molecular interaction networks in complex signal transduction 583 and cross-talking metabolic pathways exhibit high degree of modularity. 584 585
Modular networks were so constructed that the chromatic number could be viewed as a 586 multivariate function of five network parameters, viz. the network size (N), the number of 587 modules (m), deviation in the number of nodes in the modules (e), and two probability 588 measures defined as the (i) probability of having an edge within each module (the intra-589 modular connection probability: p1) and (ii) that of having an edge between different 590 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 modules (the inter-modular connection probability: p2). To simplify matters, only bi-591 modular graphs were considered (i.e., m=2) where the modules were made to vary in their 592 size by a single node (e=1). Therefore, we were essentially looking at large communities of 593 roughly equal size of each module (Supplementary Figure S8) . Graphs were constructed 594 from 10 nodes to 40 with an increment of 10 nodes; p1 varying from 0.2 to 1.0 and p2 from 595 0.1 to p1, both, at an interval of 0.1. By this setup, it was ensured that in the resulting 596 networks, the probability of an intra-modular edge formation is always higher than that of 597 an inter-modular edge (p1>p2) implementing modularity, with the sole exception of the 598 extreme case of purely random networks resulting at their equality (p1=p2), other than the 599 complete networks resulting from p1=p2=1. In other words, there is no point in covering the 600 whole range of probability values for both p1 and p2 since p2>p1 will represent anti-601 modularity (rather than modularity), which is ambiguous in the given context. On the 602 contrary, it is rather interesting to note that an alternative approach to generate modular 603 networks as prescribed above would in fact result in k-partite graphs made of k modules by 604 inverting the trends of the two probability parameters (i.e., p1=0, p2>p1). These graphs, by 605 definition will be k-colorable and a prominent example should be the case of three regular 606 bi-partite graphs (Supplementary Figure S9) . 607 608
It is to be noted that the choice of m=2 and e=1 in-effect will result in the formation of bi-609 modular networks of size n and n-2 where n + (n-2) = N. 610 Likewise the structured networks described before, link density for modular networks 611 (Ldmod) can also be derived analytically based on these network parameters (N, p1, p2) by 612 the following expression (Eq.3). 613 614
where N=2n-2 and hence the denominator stands for the maximum possible links in the N-617 graph. 618 619
Consistent with the earlier calculations, again, a statistical ensemble of 100 graphs were 620 sampled for each set of fixed network parameters (N, m, e, p1, p2), the topological 621 variability in the ensemble was accounted for by the motif identifier; and the average (µmod) 622 and standard deviations (σmod) in the chromatic numbers recorded. 623 624
Except for the trivial case of the complete graphs resulting from p1=p2=1, most other 625 combinations of network parameters exclusively gave rise to unique graphs (i.e., 100 out of 626 100 cases) (Supplementary Table S3 ). In contrast, chromatic numbers of the graphs 627 constituting each of the statistical ensembles were again found to be remarkably stable, 628 reflected in their low standard deviations (Supplementary Figure S10) compared to their 629 corresponding means (|σ|mod ~ 15.0 ±10.9% of |µ|mod). The standard deviations, however, 630 were somewhat higher than those obtained for small-world and scale-free networks, 631 although, the average chromatic numbers could still be considered characteristic of the 632 statistical ensembles. It was noteworthy that the standard deviations reduced gradually with 633 increasing network size, attaining significantly low values for larger networks. This is 634 expected since the modular networks are inherently partitioned into modules which in itself 635 is an influential, causal factor for the stability of chromatic number. Furthermore, the 636 average chromatic numbers for larger modular networks should be able to buffer the local 637 perturbations caused by the fluctuations in the probability parameters (p1, p2) in a better 638 way compared to smaller networks. 639
Likewise to the small-world and scale-free networks, link densities (Ld) were also 640 computed, both analytically (Ldexp) and from the actual networks (Ldobs) and their mean 641 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 (|Ldobs|) and standard deviations (σLd_obs) recorded for each statistical ensemble. Average 642 observed and expected link densities (|Ldobs| and Ldexp) were found to be almost identical 643 (Supplementary Figure S11) ; with the extent of their agreement increasing with increasing 644 network size (N), while, the standard deviations in the observed link densities (σLd_obs) 645 followed an inverse trend. 646 647
Similar to the earlier analyses, the distribution of average chromatic numbers were plotted 648 as a function of (p1, p2) as a surface (Figure 7) for each distinct network size (N=10, 20, 649 30, 40) . The 'average chromatic number' surfaces were nearly similar in shape for all 650 network sizes, growing steeply along increasing p1 (i.e., along higher intra-modular 651 connection densities) right up to its maximum possible value equaling the network size (N) 652 upon reaching a complete graph for p1=1, p2=1. 653 654 655 656
Although, the growth of average chromatic number along p1 is fairly steep throughout its 657 entire range, there is a clear point of saturation for the parameter before reaching 658 completeness (i.e., p1 < 1.0). As could be seen from the surface plots (Figure 7 ) this point 659 of saturation for chromatic number is attained at ~8 for N=10; ~14 for N=20; ~22 for 660 N=30; ~24 for N=40; after which, there is an abrupt jump directly reaching the theoretical 661 maxima, equaling the corresponding network size (N) for complete graphs. This physically 662 means that the corresponding number of colors can actually take care of a whole range of 663 connections (and graphs) until the critical threshold of completeness is attained at p1=1, 664
p2=1. 665 666
It should be noted that the chromatic number of modular networks are largely dominated by 667 the chromatic number of its largest module. With this understanding, bi-modular networks 668
were judiciously designed where the size of the modules were varied by 2 nodes (by setting 669 m=2,e=1). Now, since, p1 (the probability of having an intra-modular edge) was kept 670 identical throughout both modules of the graph, the larger module will have a few more 671
connections with approximately having the same connection density to that of the smaller 672 module. This implies that the chromatic number of these bi-modular networks are 673 unambiguously dominated by the chromatic number of the larger module. That is to say 674 that the larger module is generally expected to cover the set of colors required to color the 675 smaller module as well. 676 677 4.6. Stability of Vertex Coloring 678 679
Intuitively, it is very unlikely to imagine that an identical network will reappear in an 680 unbiased statistical ensemble for all the structured networks described till this point, since, 681 all of them have one or more random components in their construction. A careful re-682 investigation of the actual topological identity of the resultant networks by the 683 implementation of the 'motif identifier' could be considered a proof of this hypothesis, 684 especially given the fact that none of the network construction algorithms could actually 685 produce trivial regular graphs. Given such large topological variation, the statistics of the 686 chromatic number shows remarkable stability of graph partitioning. This indicates that in 687 certain structural problems, chromatic number has the potential to remain invariant against 688 a flow of considerable topological variation in graphs. 689 690
The stability of chromatic number is in fact similar in character to chemical buffers 691 (McIlvaine 1921) , wherein, change in pH due to the addition of acid or alkali is resisted by 692 an adequate storage of an alkali-or proton-reserve respectively. Here, rewiring of links map 693   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 parallel to the addition of acid or alkali, whereas, the presence of a buffer acts as a restoring 694 force similar to the absorptive property inherent in graph partitioning. Figure S12) . All three 'crn vs. Ld' plots could be best fitted to quadratic 710 polynomials with R 2 values of 1.00, 0.92 and 0.99 respectively for scale-free, small-world 711 and modular networks. 712 713
Scale-free networks attained the lowest maximum value for the average chromatic number 714 (~9.8) while the other two types (small-world and modular) could climb to their theoretical 715 maxima of 20 upon completeness. It should be noted here that scale-free networks would 716 never attain completeness since the degree distribution in complete graphs does not follow 717 a power law. This is true even when average degree, k is sampled to be N-1, the maximum 718 possible value the parameter can attain. Dynamic real-world networks growing in size with 719 time generally corresponds to scale-free networks. This, in-effect, should be the best 720 possible manifestation of the absorptive property of chromatic number, wherein, newly 721 added nodes will get absorbed within the partition of already existing color classes. The 722 other network types can however attain completeness, by definition. In more precise terms, 723 a complete network is in fact the one with the best display of small-world properties, since 724 it is locally the most cohesive (clustering coefficient=1) and globally the most reachable 725 (characteristic path-length = 1). On the other end, the extreme case of modularity can be 726 extrapolated to completeness where both intra-and inter-modular connection probabilities 727 converges to their maximum value of 1. 728 729
For the corresponding small-world networks, a thin bin of link densities (or practically the 730 same value) could actually give rise to a much thicker array of average chromatic numbers 731 -thereby attaining the least of the R 2 values in its quadratic fit compared to the other 732 network types. This physically means that the topological variation is quite wide given the 733 same density estimates mostly influenced by different rewiring probabilities giving rise to 734 different chromatic numbers. However, it should not be mistaken with the fact that 735 chromatic number is generally remarkably stable against topological variations for the same 736 global network parameters (N, Ld). 737 738
The average chromatic numbers of the corresponding modular networks are less stable than 739 the other network types which is reflected in their scatter (Supplementary Figure S12) . 740 This is perhaps anticipated because of at least two plausible causal factors. (i) In modular 741 networks, each module could potentially have a diverse plethora of topological variability, 742 however, the chromatic number is dominated by the colorability of the largest (or more 743 connected) module, as discussed earlier.
(ii) Modular networks approach completeness as a 744 function of two parameters simultaneously, both approaching their maximum values (Lim,  745   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 p1→1, p2→1), whereas, small-world networks proceed towards completeness as a function 746 of just one parameter (viz. average degree, k) approaching its maxima (Lim, k→(N-1) ). 747
And, as discussed earlier, scale-free networks rule out completeness. This also potentially 748 add extra variation in the coloribility of modular networks compared to either small-world 749 or scale-free. 750 751 4.8. Chromatic number of regular networks 752 753
As the name suggests regular networks are the most ordered among the different types of 754 structured networks. They are formally defined as networks where all the nodes have 755 identical degrees; i.e., a k-regular graph of N nodes has k edges incident to each of the N 756 nodes. Regular networks are prevalent in different three dimensional physico-chemical 757 extended structures; e.g. infinite crystal lattice, consecutively concatenated carbon chains in 758 graphenes, poly-benzine hydro carbons, hydrogen bonded networks in water structures etc. 759
All these structural ensembles are extended in all three dimensions and potentially infinite 760 in their growth. From a network point of view, however, all the above examples have 761 essentially low regular degrees assigned to each node; e.g. 3 for carbon in graphenes, 4 for 762 the oxygen in water and so on. 763 764
As an independent small calculation, chromatic numbers of regular networks were 765 investigated. Unlike the previous analyses (for small-world, scale-free, & modular 766 networks) here, no statistical ensembles were considered for two reasons; i) since regular 767 networks are generally restricted (compared to other structured or random networks) in 768 their topological space for a given set of fixed network parameters and ii) since the motif 769 identifier is incompetent to discriminate between non-isomorphic k-regular networks of N 770 nodes (as elaborated earlier). Thus, the regular networks were built based on two network 771 parameters namely the network size N and the degree of each node (k). The sampling range 772 for this network parameters were set in accordance with the calculation for small-world 773 networks; varying N from 4 to 30 at an interval of 2; while, varying k from 2 to (N-1). 774
Setting k=1 would lead to a collection of single, mutually disjoint edges which is 775 ambiguous in the given context. On the other end of the spectra, k = (N-1) would lead to 776 complete graphs which are also regular. Also, as a rule, N and k cannot have odd values 777 simultaneously, which was trivially avoided by the sampling setup. Likewise, to the 778 previous analyses the chromatic numbers were considered as a bi-variate function of the 779 two network parameters (N, k) and plotted as a surface plot (Figure 8) where the filled 780 circles represent the actual calculated values of the chromatic numbers. In noticeable 781 contrast to all earlier surface plots (for small-world, scale-free, & modular networks) here, 782 the surface was found to be considerably rough. In greater detail, for any given network 783 size (N) the increase in chromatic numbers was step-wise as an ascending function of k, 784 resembling staircase like patterns. Similar trajectories are reminiscent of transitions 785 involving multiple intermediate steady states. Effectively, the whole surface looks like a 786 rocky mountain with approximately planer valleys, in between hierarchically increasing 787 steepness to climb. In other words, the chromatic number for a given network size (N) 788 follows a characteristic hopping of sequential linear-increase and saturation. This physically 789 is again reflective of the remarkable absorptive property of chromatic number, this time in 790 regular graphs. That is to say that for a particular size of regular graph, the same chromatic 791 number can absorb a range of average degrees, that is an increasing number of connections, 792 till a critical point of disjuncture is reached, triggering a further increase in chromatic 793 number. 794 795
Computational Complexity 796 797
As is well known, the graph coloring problem belongs to the NP-hard category (which is 798 most relevant for characteristic k-regular graphs with a non-trivial average degree, k > 2) 799 (Dailey 1980; McDiarmid and Sánchez-Arroyo 1994 ). An NP-complete problem will have 800 both NP (non-deterministic in polynomial time) and NP-hard components, wherein, an NP-801 hard algorithm contains at least one component (say a subroutine) which is NP, and, is 802 hence, said to be at least as hard as an NP (Arora and Barak 2009) . For these problems 803 (e.g., problems in combinatorics), the complexity of the algorithm, f(N) increases non-804 polynomialy (i.e., at least exponentially) with the order of the problem, N 7 § , implying, 805 f(N)=O(2 N ). Again, there could be many other problems (Karp 1972 ) with even greater 806 complexity than that of exponential, also falling into the same 'NP' category. For example, 807 it is trivial to think of a 'blind search' for the very problem of finding the chromatic number 808 of a graph. In such an algorithm, N steps will be required to color N nodes in turn; and 809 hence, there are N! non-degenerate sequences of nodes to be colored sequentially in N 810 steps, accounting for N! ways to color the graph exhaustively. This will lead to a 811 complexity of O(N!) -which is even a higher order function than that of exponential 812 (O(2 N )). 813 814
The other category is said to be P-problems (deterministic in polynomial time) where the 815 complexity follows an order of a polynomial function (i.e., f(N)=O(N α ); α>1). To test 816 whether the current algorithm is able to find the approximate solution for the chromatic 817 number with descent accuracy within the polynomial time domain, regular graphs were 818 constructed of size (N) varying from 4 to 512 following a geometric progression with a 819 common ratio of 2 (i.e., 4, 8, 16, 32 … 512) . To simplify matters, the other parameter, 820 namely, the average degree (k) was set to N/2; chromatic numbers were calculated and the 821 run-time recorded for each run. By this setup, the complexity (run-time) could effectively 822 be envisaged as a mono-variate function of N, since, k is automatically fixed upon fixing N. 823
Consistently throughout this entire calculation, the program was run in its multiple iteration 824 mode (in contrast to the faster single iteration mode) to render the best possible accuracy of 825 the predicted chromatic numbers. All the calculations were consistently run under a 8 core 826 dual processor Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2609 v4 @1.70GHz in CentOS, Linux. A plot 827 (Figure 9 ) of complexity versus order (N) fits exceptionally (R 2 =0.96) to a quadratic 828 polynomial (i.e., f(N)=O(N 2 )) which reflects the fact that doubling the order of the problem 829 would increase the run-time merely by a factor of 4. Fractional exponents were sampled in 830 an attempt to narrow-down the margin of the polynomial functions (f(N)=O(N α )) that 831 would be able to envelope the complexity profile. An exponent of 1.7 was found to be good 832 enough for the purpose ( Figure 9A ). In dramatic contrast, the (theoretical) complexity 833 derived from a corresponding NP-profile shoots exponentially as a function of the same 834 order ( Figure 9B ). For example, ~1.56 second is all that the algorithm takes (even in a 835 higher-level interpreted language like that of MATLAB) to complete the run for a regular 836 network of size 16 (with an average degree of nodes set to 8) whereas the corresponding NP 837 run-time is O(2 16 ) amounting to ~18.20 years. Thus the run-time maps to the polynomial 838 time domain even with the 'multiple iteration mode' of the program. Due to the extreme 839 difference in the two scales in Figure 9A and 9B (polynomial and non-polynomial) the NP-840 complexity profile is independently drawn as a separate panel (Panel B) and a section 841 corresponding to small network size (upto N~20) is magnified in the inner window of the 842 same panel by means of comparison. 843 7
The order of the problem refers to the graph-size (N) in the current context of the 'graph coloring' problem   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 844 845  846 There have been many attempts to come up with greedy heuristics for finding out the 847 chromatic number of a graph -as surveyed in several reviews and comparative studies, 848 time and again (Adrian Kosowski, Krzysztof Manuszewski 2004; Lai et al. 2006). 849 Generalizations to the problem have also been proposed, by means of partition (Fidanova 850 and Pop 2016) and selective (Demange et al. 2014 ) graph coloring problems, implementing 851 evolutionary algorithms like hybrid ant colony optimization etc., leading to improved 852 performances. Traditionally, two of the most popular heuristics with contrasting strategies 853 have been the Largest First (LF) (Welsh and Powell 1967) and the DSATUR (Brélaz 1979) 854 algorithms, both of which find an approximate solution for the chromatic number with 855 reasonably good accuracy. As is suggested in the name, LF and its derivative strategies 856 (e.g., Distributed LF (Hansen et al. 2004 As it turns out, the present algorithm may be envisaged as a meticulous combination of the 865 search patterns of LF and DSATUR, as it is compiled of two similar heuristics, one that 866 follows a descending order of degrees (likewise to that of LF), and, another that finds out 867 the next neighboring node to be colored, with a higher saturation or a less number of 868 available colors (likewise to DSATUR). However, the most salient feature of the present 869 algorithm remains to be its strategic choice to traverse along a 'trailing path' of 870 consecutively connected nodes for the entire course of coloring, which distinguishes it from 871 both LF and DSATUR. The adaption of the trailing path enables the algorithm to always 872 follow a path of connected nodes (which is effectively a spanning tree) through the graph, 873 which, in turn, results in a continuous coloring scheme. This continuous coloring scheme is 874 critical to avoid assigning redundant colors in potentially conflicting cases that may arise 875 due to a discontinuous local coloring otherwise. Note that for such discontinuous coloring 876 schemes (e.g., LF and DSATUR), there is a greater chance to assign redundant colors for 877 conflict due to local coloring, under the constraint of not assigning the same color to any 878 two adjacent nodes. However, keeping track of the color saturation (or availability) for all 879 the vertices at each trivial step requires a bit more space (i.e., computer memory) in the 880 continuous coloring scheme (i.e., in the 'trailing path'), compared to the discontinuous 881 ones. 882 883
Comparison with Other Heuristics
One other salient feature of the present algorithm is that it deletes a node along with all its 884 incident edges subsequent to coloring it, which enables it to reevaluate and update the true 885 degrees of the remaining nodes in context of the new (resultant) graph. Thus, if and when 886 there is a case of more than one disjoint components remaining to be colored, the algorithm 887 has the advantage (over the earlier approaches) to color them simultaneously as if coloring 888 two independent (sub-)graphs, which would further reduce the computational complexity. 889 890
While an efficient implementation of single iteration of coloring of the graph in the present 891 algorithm will run in O((m+n) log n) (where m is the average degree of nodes and n is the 892 graph size), same to that of the running time of DSATUR, in addition, 'trailing path' 893 explores not only one sequence of possible coloring but various different coloring 894 sequences as may be potentially needed in a given context. This is done by exploring 895   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 different possible paths, when the algorithm has to break a tie in either LF or DSATUR, 896 thereby attaining more precision and remaining flexible at the same time. This is equivalent 897 to running the algorithm repeatedly and exploring a solution which has not been explored 898 before. Afterwards, the minimum value (for the approximate solution of the chromatic 899 number) coming from all (independent) runs is considered, where the number of runs may 900 be specified by the end user. Due to the nature of the problem (NP-Complete), it is evident 901 that to get the optimal chromatic number of a graph, the algorithm is required to be run 902 exhaustively for an exponential time. The advantage of the current approach is that the 903 choice of trade-off is left to the user so that the user can actually decide as to how many 904 different ways the iteration(s) need to run. The more number of iteration is used, the more is 905 the probability of getting the optimal chromatic number for a graph. For the cases where 906 DSATUR and LF finds the chromatic number very easily, the algorithm can detect and stop 907 further iterations by itself. These algorithms are heuristic rather than approximation 908 algorithms (Lewis 2016b 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 for additional coding or installing complex libraries. However, the display can also be 948 skipped (if not desired) from the user interface by resetting appropriate variables. Graph coloring is a manifestation of 'partitioning' of graph (Andreev and Räcke 2004), 983 wherein, nodes (and edges) are partitioned on the basis of their relative adjacencies. In fact, 984 the very concept of 'partitioning' is far more general than to be restricted to graphs alone; 985 and rather, serves as a compartmentalization of any structural problem. A prominent 986 example may be the very well posed and yet unsolved 'protein folding' problem (Dill and 987 MacCallum 2012) in structural biology -where one of the major concerns is the dynamic 988 stability of the folded proteins (Roy et al. 2015) . This is common in any dynamic natural 989 system and the current study reveals that 'coloribility' of graphs can actually be envisaged 990 as a parallel to stability-estimates in such dynamic natural systems. Different packing 991 modes (Basu et al. 2011) , alternative to that of the native protein fold, have been designed 992 (Street and Mayo 1999) and experimentally verified (Berhanu and Masunov 2012) to be 993 stable (Jiang et al. 2000) and active 8є satisfying certain overall 'packing ' and 'electro-994 chemical' constraints (2013) . Such constraints include atomic packing density (Gerstein et 995 8 Designed protein cores have been found to follow a 'activity-stability trade-off', wherein, the higher stability is gained at the cost of loosing activity and vice-versa, analogous to the event of enthalpy-entropy compensation. al. 1995; Tsai et al. 1999) , global electrostatic balance (Basu et al. 2012) , shape1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 mapped to one or more surface contact networks (Basu et al. 2011 ) sustaining specific 1045 geometry consistent with the native fold. The minimum network size considered was 3 with the Intra-modular connection probability: pintra-module (p1 in the Main Text) and the Inter-1171 modular connection probability: pinter-module (p2 in the Main Text). 1172   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  641  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 
